Abstract -This paper proposes a modified version of the Fast Marching Method (FMM), called Fat Fast Marching Method (FFMM), which produces a much more accurate path than the path generated by the original FMM with the approximated ODE solution. Given a complicated environment which has a long optimal path and a very large maximum cost value that results in high gradients, FFMM is faster than FMM. Furthermore, the tree structure result, a TP diagram of FFMM with path recovery rules, makes dynamic path planning of pursuit-evasion problems possible. By providing the shortest path produced by the path recovery rules in every time slot and the avoidance of re-planning in most situations, the pursuer now has a greater chance to intercept the evader in real time spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Path planning in robotic navigation has been widely researched. Its optimal aim is to find the safest and shortest path from an initial state to a goal state. A map, also known as the "configuration space," is usually used to represent the environment. Generally, this problem can be divided into four categories: On-line, Off-line, Global, and Local. Here, On-line refers to when the robot plans a path when it is still approaching the goal while Off-line refers to when a path is generated before movement. Global and Local indicate that path generation is based on either the entire map (Global) or a local sub-map (Local).
Global path planning is normally very time-consuming, since it takes all map information into account. However the result, the shortest and safest global path, is very attractive. Many methods have been proposed, such as the Voronoi diagram approach [1] , cell decomposition [2] and randomized planning [3] . Although a randomized data structure, such as the rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) [3] [4] performs quickly, many challenges still remain, such as how to generate sufficient samples to cover and connect the configuration space, and how to optimize the generated path. The balance between speed and optimization for global path planning should depend on the task's requirements.
Local path planning methods usually intend to find the local optimal path within a certain region. Normally, they are performed by a robot with limited range sensors or a robot with constrained computation power. We can also treat them as global path planning methods for finding a sub-goal in a sub-region. Here, examples include potential field based methods [5] and fuzzy logical approaches [6] . Because of their fast performance and simplicity, they are the favorites of most real-time systems. Nevertheless, they can easily suffer from local optimal problems because only part of the entire information is provided. Some researches, such as [7] , focus on avoiding the local optimal problem by considering the entire map and all possible paths. This kind of approach misleadingly turns the local problem into a global one, and using a heuristic search method or a genetic algorithm to search or train for the optimal parameters of the optimal path may require more complexity than a good global path planning method. As given an RRT without sufficient sample points, those methods cannot guarantee that the goal will be found.
On-line path planning becomes a highly valued capability for most of robot applications because nature environments are always dynamic. They intend to overcome the changes of the environment such as moving obstacles and targets. Most local path planning methods like potential filed [8] and fuzzy logical controller [9] are capable for the on-line task. One popular problem in on-line path planning is called the pursuitevasion problem. Unlike the normal path planning, the goal in the pursuit-evasion problem is dynamic which means the pursuer robot has to generate tracking path on-line in order to capture the evader. Many approaches had been studied for this problem. For example, a potential field approach had conducted in Ahmad's work [10] but it cannot guarantee the success interception for the intelligent evader and may also suffer from local optimal problem. Another approach in Warren's research [11] is trying to find the evader regions by Voronoi diagrams in the plane which allow the evader escape into them from the start position without encounter the pursuer. However, their work constrained the obstacles to be line segments.
In this paper, we provide a modified Fast Marching Method (FMM) called Fat Fast Marching Method (FFMM) to compute level sets and generate Turning points (TPs) and Turning points diagram composed by Turning point regions. Those turning points actually become the parents of the grids in their regions and make the map become a tree structure. Our method can provide the optimal path which is more accurate than the original back tracking ODE solution and may faster than the original ODE in the cases that obstacle cost value is very large or the environment is complicated which causes long optimal path solution. The piecewise result also makes real implementation much easier. Furthermore, by the result of FFMM and path update rules provided later, we can actually show that dynamic optimal path planning for level set methods to solve pursuit-evasion problem is possible due to the avoidance of travel time re-computation in the most situations. Our pursuit-evasion problem domain is to provide the shortest path for pursuer to capture the moving evader in every time slot within a stationary known environment. The position of the evader in every time slot is assumed to be known to the pursuer. The obstacles can be any shape without constrains.
II. LEVEL SET AND FAST MARCHING METHODS FOR PATH PLANNING
Level set methods proposed by Osher and Sethian [12] is an efficient numerical algorithm for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations which are used to track the motion of interfaces propagating under complex speed laws and handle the complex topology changes. Recently, Hassouna et al. [13] [14] [15] have developed several algorithms for solving optimal path planning problems by the level set methods. The path can be very robust as it can be the shortest path, the safest path or the hybrid one.
Consider a close interface ∂Γ. Assume it monotonically moves in its normal direction with a speed function s(x) which is only increasing or decreasing and depends only on the position of the crossing point x. The front motion can be represented as a first order non-linear PDE known as the Eikonal equation (1) with the initial condition (2). 1
is the travel time when the front passing through the point x. Fast Marching Method (FMM) [16] discussed later solves the equation with efficient one pass algorithm and the numerical approximation of |∇T| that selects the physically correct vanishing viscosity weak 2D solution of (3) is given by Godunov [17] . A large value of c will be assigned to x if it is not feasible. When |∇T| is approximated by first order finite differences, (3) can be rewritten to (5) .
Where
). The solution of (5) can be classified into the following 3 cases.
: ij T is the maximal solution of (6) .
The FMM solves (3) of each point for its arrival time by a specific order. The order is based on the relationship between points which states that the arrival time T(x) of point x depends only on its adjacent neighbors with the smallest values. Each grid point x will be assigned to one of the three following sets during the front propagating process.
of point x is settled and will not be changed later. Once the travel times of all points have been solved, the optimal path from the initial start point x s to the destination point x d can be back tracked by solving the following ODE equation (7) .
NARROW-BAND
Equation (7) is continually being solved until the stop criteria is meet that is x = x s and -∇T shows the optimal direction to the start point. However, (4) may cause vary large gradients alone the obstacles. Therefore, the path is usually recovered by solving (8) instead of (7).
In the implementation, the ODE is solved by second order Runge-Kutta method which has the cumulative error of O(h 3 ). Where h is the integration step. The maximal cost value c(x) of the obstacles also affects the solving speed. Large cost value slows down the path recovery speed but the value which is not large enough causes errors. The FFMM method in the next section uses the point relationship tree to recover the optimal shortest path without solving the ODE. The results of FFMM have no Runge-Kutta error and will not be affected by the maximal cost value.
III. FAT FAST MARCHING METHOD FOR PURSUER PATH PLANNING

A. Fat Fast Marching Method for Pursuer Path Planning
The idea behind FFMM is trying to find the piecewise optimal path composed by direct lines and turning points during the travel time computation. FFMM inherits all the idea from FMM but gains some weights by finding turning points and linking the relationships between points. This is why it is called Fat FMM. The result of FFMM is a tree structure showed in Fig. 1 . Notice that every point has a parent which can only be a turning point (TP) or the initial start point x s . All the points in the domain constitute a TP region diagram which indicates the direct parents of them. The points shared the same parent are marked in the same color showed in Fig. 9a . Fig. 1 The tree structure of FFMM result. Every point has a parent which can only be a turning point (TP) or the initial start point x s .
As FMM, points processed in FFMM also belong to one of the three following sets. line PO that makes QR be a free line, then set Q's parent to P and mark P as a TP. (7) . Add all the neighbors of point Q which are not currently in KNOWN into NARROW-BAND and assign their temporary parent to Q. (8) . Repeat the loop until the travel times and the parents of all the points in the domain are settled. Notice that step4 in the loop checks if Q's temporary parent P is a TP or not since if no obstacle between Q and P's parent O, P is not a TP. However, there might exist a line alone the obstacle which blacks line QO . In this case, P may become a fake TP. Therefore, step5 finds the true TP R closest to O and assigns it to Q's parent. Fig. 2 gives the difference between true and fake TPs. One can compare the results in Fig. 3 with Fig. 5 and Fig. 9a to see the function of step5. 
B. Online Path recovery rules
Once the tree structure result has been generated, the optimal shortest path actually can be produced simultaneously by tracking back the parents from the destination point to the start point. Since the result is a tree structure, we can actually recover the optimal path from any point. This benefit makes the dynamic path planning available. The following path updating rules concatenate the parts of the optimal paths from the old start point to the old goal point in time t and the new goal point in time t+1 into the new optimal path from the new start point to the new goal in time t+1 without redoing FFMM process in the most cases. For the convenience of description, we define the meanings of those following symbols and functions in the situations from time t to time t+1. In time t, we define robot's position is S t , target's position is D t and the optimal path is P 
Where C is the one of the TPs in T which is closest to 1 + t S and its children set is C(C). Fig. 4 shows one example of the path updating processed by Rule 3. 
Notice that there is no needed to use C(x) to find the children set during implementations since the path is an ordered list structure and one can easily get the part of the path behind the point.
IV. DISCUSSIONS ON THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Two kinds of simulations are provided here for further evaluations. We firstly compare the performances of FFMM and FMM in the normal shortest path planning problem and we then demonstrate a simulation of dynamic path planning for pursuit-evasion problem via implementing FFMM with the on-line path recovery rules. Due to the computation time concerning, all the map sizes are set to 100x100 grid points. However, one should design an adaptive grid algorithm [18] for large map problems suitable for the desired hardware to apply FMM or FFMM.
A. Normal shortest path planning
In this section, the simulations of FFMM and FFM on four maps are compared and one simulation on a complex maze of FFMM shows its capability of finding the shortest path in a complex map. Fig. 5-8 show the shortest paths produced by FFMM and FMM. From those results we can see the paths produced by FFMM is much accurate then the paths produced by FMM especially for the vertical and horizontal lines. This is because the cumulative order 2 Runge-Kutta error affects the performance of original ODE path recovery method of FMM. Also the FFMM path is very accurate at start position but the ODE method can only approach into a certain range. However, without suitable linear interpolation error correction, some parts of the FFMM path may become slightly worse than the FMM path because one additional TP on the path may be incorrectly assigned to one TP's parent. Fig. 6 is designed here to show the result without error correction. This linear interpolation error is occurred during the obstacle blocked detection of step4 in the FFMM loop. Fortunately, those additional TPs are actually the necessary TPs determined by the system for bypassing the obstacles and will only cause tiny effects on the path. The result is still close to the optimal one since the error is small. One can also easily fix it by setting a good tolerance range. In Fig. 7 , a typical example illustrates the well performance of FFMM on the vertical lines. Those lines are slightly twisted in the FMM path due to the rk2 error. Fig. 8 gives an example that the FMM path might get an error passing through the obstacle when the largest cost value is set not large enough but the FFMM path is not affected by the cost value. The TP diagram of map 1 in Fig. 9a shows the difference of the TP diagram in Fig. 3 after doing the step5 in the loop. We can image that we may get an error path passing through the true TP and turning at a fake TP if we waive this step. Fig. 9b demonstrates that even in a very complicate maze, FFMM still has no problem to find the shortest path. TABLE. I shows when maximal cost value is set to a large number the total times of FFMM become faster than FMM in map 2-4. The speed of FFMM is stable and only depends on the scale of the map size and has no effect with the maximal cast values because its total time is almost equal to its front propagation time. Although FMM also has stable speed in propagation but its path calculation time will depend on the complexity of the environment and it's converge speed also affected by the maximal cost value. 
B. Dynamic path planning for pursuit-evasion problem
In this section, we shows a simulation result of dynamic path planning for pursuit-evasion problem by applying FFMM and the path recovery rules. The map size is also 100x100 grids. The speeds of the pursuer marked in blue and the evader marked in green are set the same to 1unit/s. The evader's movement was controlled by human who tried to escape from the pursuer. The result is showed in Fig. 10 with the time lapse images. At time slot 12 second, we can see part of the path is updated after the common TP because the evader is moving a little upward. Our method cannot guarantee the success of capture when both purser and evader speeds are the same because there exists no method can guarantee the success if the evader always move to the opposite position of the pursuer between an obstacle. However, our method guarantees the success if the pursuer's speed is faster because we provide the shortest chasing path in every time slot. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Theoretically, FFMM gives better optimal path than original FMM ODE path and the experiment results show the same statement. Although the FFMM spends more time on the propagation, the tree structure result guarantees the accuracy of the generated path without concerning the errors of approximated ODE solution. In addition, the result of FFMM with the path recovery rules achieves dynamic shortest path planning in pursuit-evasion problem and improves the capture rate by providing the shortest chasing path in every time slot. Furthermore, the piecewise line function path result of FFMM is more attractive than the original FMM+ODE in real implementation aspect because the FFMM path can provide heading directions, distances and turning angles. Those advantages make it easier to implement without trying to fix the ODE approximation error and eliminate the oscillations caused by following the point oriented path. Nevertheless, FFMM still has some issues needed to be adjusted and solved. First, when the fake TPs are not totally removed, the result may slightly worse. Fortunately, the left fake TPs are very rare and one can enlarge the range of the line examination in the algorithm to clean up them. Also, the incorrectly assigned TPs caused by linear interpolation error in the path may also slightly worse the result path but this can be solved by setting a suitable tolerance range. The other one major problem is the situation of re-doing FFMM in dynamic path planning cannot be totally avoided. However, this situation only occurs in a simple situation when the new path and the old path have no common TP. That means when the environment becomes more complicated, the chance to re-doing FFMM becomes smaller. In addition, our ongoing research with multiple pursuers can totally avoid re-doing FFMM processes. For future developments, FFMM can be boost up by running GPU calculation since all the line examinations are working on binary images. The path planning of multiple robots cooperation in pursuit-evasion problem is also a worthy trial for FFMM because a well-designed algorithm with multiple pursuers might totally avoid the situations of re-doing FFMM.
